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♦️About Amrita Vidyalayam:- 

Situated in the lap of Nature, Amrita Vidyalayams have been blessed with a Luring 

ambience of dense growth of luxurious and lush greenery all around! A dedicated team of 

teachers, offering their whole-hearted service along with modern technolology---Smart 

Class, AV Lab, separate Jr. and Sr. Computer Labs adds to the merit and quality of Academic 

Excellence. While other special features like Physical Education, Yoga, Vegetable gardening, 

Nature-Club activities promote Health & hygiene, Waste management and Sanitation; 

Prayer-Schedule, meditation, and Value-Education kindle the cultural and behavioral 

values in our Amritaites. 

♦️VISION :- 

We envision a world endowed with the wealth of Knowledge, backed up with 

discrimination to provide a healthy breeding ground, for the sprouting, culturing, and 

dissemination of the right, needed knowledge for the holistic and wholesome growth of 

each child. We also cherish our classrooms to become a forum for the exchange and inter-

play of ideas, thoughts, feelings and actions that will shape and empower our children with 

strong and positive character & values. We do keep hope that this, in the long run, can help 

to mould a world of Love, harmony and peace. 

♦️Mission:- 

Our Mission is to provide Value-based Education and mould the Character of the younger 

generation through a system of wholesome learning, so that their earnest endeavor to 

achieve progress and prosperity is matched by an ardent desire to extend selfless Service 

to society, one complementing the other. 

Further about our School:- 

Amrita Vidyalayams consists of a team of teachers who are qualified according to CBSE 

norms and every year we look into their updating of knowledge through Workshops, Group 

discussions, counseling sessions etc. We go for the right, effective planning of Curriculum --

even well-absorbing art- integrated activities to provide experiential learning and new 

Assessment methods. With the staunch support of Amala Bharatham Campaign Club, the 

Health and Wellness Club looks into matters of healthy diet, Cleanliness, Sanitation, Zero-

Waste management etc. AYUDH, STUDENT PETROL GROUP, (SPG), FORMATION OF 



HOUSES, VARIOUS CLUBS, the system of ROTATING CLASS-LEADERSHIP & ASSEMBLY 

ACTIVITY DUTIES help in promoting instructional leadership. Reading Corner, Class-room 

Libraries, Assembly-activities held on competitive levels motivate our children along the 

line of further reading. We have conducted extensive social  service Activities like Swatch 

Bharat Service activities-giving awareness classes at the hospitals, conducting cleaning 

service at public places, planting saplings, Rendering Food-packets to the houseless, 

Donating Food grains and other provisions to some Orphanages and Flood-victims, Offering 

financial help to our own students( who had met with accidents or affected by cancer). At 

school we have also gone for many Safety measures---FIRE EXIT, SOLAR - ENERGY DEVICE, 

SPECIAL PROVISONS for the specially-baled ones. (Ramp walk, special toilet, hand-rails 

over parapet- walls & stair - top etc.)  

Our Schools function under MATHA AMRITANANDAMAYI MISSION that provides us with 

an easy access to the higher institutes of Learning under Amrita Deemed University. Along 

with the scholastic activities, co-scholastic activities like Yoga, Physical education, Chess, 

Art, Dance, Vocal & instrumental Music are also provided for our children to attain a 

wholesome  personality. 

Customs, Traditions, Values :- 

Gurupoornima is celebrated as Mathrupooja which help in inculcating Love & Respect, Care 

& Concern towards parents. Filial Love is also engendered & nurtured along with parental 

affection, thus affixing a strong bond between them. The whole atmosphere of the schools 

retains a divine ambience due to the cleaning, decoration, bajan-singing and other pious 

preparations. This can chasten the budding minds and little hearts.   

Ramayan Month Celebration helps to inculcate the great universal values exemplified by 

the Great Souls in that glorious epic, with archana , bajans,  Arathy, Ramayan- recitation etc 

lends a pious  atmosphere throughout the month. Various types of  Essay &  quiz 

completions  are held  to create a wide and deeper  awareness  in  those abiding  universal  

values. Ramayan, otherwise called as Karkitaka month is normally initiated with 'Dasha 

Pushpam' (Ayurvedic) medicinal plant Exhibition, held to create interest and awareness 

towards nature and those valuable plants.  

Krishnastami is celebrated every year colourfully to create awareness about Lord Sree 

Krishna. Our children attire themselves colourfully as  Krishnas, Radhas etc, helped by their 

parents & teachers. This could induce a sublime sense in those budding minds. 'Uriyadi' is 

conducted for the small children to instill the spirit of 'togetherness' & innocent mirth. 

Ganesh Chathurthi is celebrated with the  dias arranged in all decoration with a Ganesha 

idol in the middle focusing the attention and followed by archana, arathy & bajan being  



performed on the initial days. After Bhajan & Arathy the idol carried in a procession for the 

final immersion in water!  

Onam Celebration is celebrated with prayer activities focused on Onam Principles of 

Dharma, Equality, Oneness, and Justice etc. Onam Floral Carpet competition is conducted 

for all the students on the last functioning - day. Various competitions are held for teachers 

& students like-- Tug-of-war, 'Uriyadi', bottle-filling, balloon-blasting etc, to add to the 

celebration mood.  

Vijaya Dhashami is celebrated for 9 days with the prayer activities based on the theme of 

'VIJAYADHASHAMI'.  On the 6th or 7th day the students carry their bundle of books for 

submitting it at the 'Bramhastana' Temple or Prayer room. 

Ganapathy Homam  is performed at the start of the year to appease the Divine Power so as 

to  do away with all the blocks.  

Saraswathy pooja is performed usually before the commencement of Exams to be graced 

with the blessings of the goddess of wisdom. Students participation solicited in both the 

rituals to earn for them the grace & blessings. 

Protection of Nature & Environment. 

 Amrita Vidyalayams deem Nature protection and preserving of Environment as of 

foremost importance. Our schools keep a lush, luxuriant growth of Greenery all around. 

Effective and convincing values are imparted to all our children, right from the level of kids. 

Vegetable garden is maintained by our students. Students are allotted one period to look 

into gardening, under the guidance of teachers. The students (including the KG) are often 

taken for Nature Observation to provide them with a raw, first-hand knowledge. Our 

Students are induced & encouraged to celebrate their birthdays at school by planting their 

birth-star tree sapling. Chief Guests are mostly gifted with saplings or plants on important 

days.  

Every year Environment Day is elaborately celebrated with our students' full participation 

in different activities focusing on the protection of Nature & preservation of Environment 

like  

a) Speeches to inculcate values. b) Planting saplings c) Medicinal Plant Exhibition d) PPT 

Presentation by students based on preservation of our 'Green' wealth. e)Stage 

presentations  like Mime  by students with the same theme.  

 

 



AYUDH-AWAKEN YOUTH for DHARMA - and the Service Activities under its guidance 

A new vigor and concentrated effort was witnessed after the initiation of this wing.  

 The official inauguration of AYUDH was carried out in the inspiring presence of a spiritual 

self. This could impart a full awareness to our AYUDH student’s volunteers about the need 

to serve the needy and protect Environment & Nature as well as equipping themselves with 

leadership skills. One main concern expressed and taken as a challenge by all the students 

was the fight against plastic. All Amrita schools have made it a law to start with the 

switching over to steel bottles and Tiffin boxes. And AYUDH members made it their moral 

duty, to have a check on all these regularly. A handful of rice was collected and later 

distributed to the needy under the guidance of AYUDH members.  

All the present service activities that come under Environment Day, Swatch Bharat & 

Haritham celebration, A Handful of Rice etc are guided and controlled by AYUDH members. 

Swatch Bharath activities are undertaken by AYUDH members in all fervor ---by cleaning 

public places, bus stands, Conducting Awareness classes to hospital authorities & 

shopkeepers , planting trees etc. They help the Nature club & Amala Bharatham Campaign 

club in discipline and zero maintenance of waste. 

Medical, Health & Wellness etc every year a week-long, Eye, Dental & General Medical 

Checkup conducted for students. Health Card is made available to students. Students are 

provided with purified water on all the floors in both of our Old and New Blocks. Students 

are not allowed to use plastic tiffin boxes or drinking bottles. As students get involved in 

sweeping their own class- rooms and sorting of waste etc at the root-level itself, they learn 

practical lessons of Cleanliness that promote health.  

Normally our students are provided with topics concerning 'zero-waste, sanitation, 

cleanliness etc for their competitions to make them become aware. All our children are 

motivated to bring 'homely food'. Our K. G kids celebrate Vegetable and Fruit Days that help 

them motivated. Our KG children are personally supervised by their respective class 

teachers, along with some non-teaching staff members during their break and lunch time.  

Every year De-worming tablets are administered to our students. Class teachers along with 

Physical Education teachers look into the matters of personal Cleanliness. Regular Yoga' 

classes are included in our normal curriculum. Even during the Covid Pandemic, our 

students are provided with on-line yoga classes to make them fit. 

GandhiJayanthi or Swatch Bharath is celebrated with our elder students giving awareness 

regarding Waste-Management. A large section of our students get engaged in cleaning the 

spaces around.  There used to be a Rally held by our students displaying placards and 

posters containing meaningful mottos. For two weeks we held various competitions for all 



the sections of students like Colouring competitions, Poster making, PPT etc. And the 

competition topics for their activities were relevant to the occasion. Our Assembly 

Activities during this whole session would consist only such relevant topics. 

Awareness sessions against Drugs& Mobile abuse, Cyber- Crime etc.Every year Anti-Drug 

Day is observed with Rally, demonstrating placards and postures with slogans, quotes etc. 

We often hold Street-plays to fight against the Drug abuse. Smaller kids often entrusted 

with the making of posters, reflecting an anti-attitude to drugs. Prayer & Class activities 

conducted often, basing it on drug-abuse.  Motivational classes by the Mind-Power trainer, 

provided to many of our students. 

Workshop & Awareness Sessions for Teachers 

Every year our teachers attend Subject - orientation Workshop Sessions conducted in one 

of the Amrita schools as well as in any other schools under CBSE. Many of our teachers 

regularly attend a Capacity Building Programme held at different schools. 

Our teachers have attended a Awareness & Yoga programme  by the Mind - power trainers. 

Some of our teachers are provided with Enrichment classes as well as Artificial Intelligence 

Session. A workshop on Art- lntegrated Education was provided and it was followed by 

Model  presentations by many teachers. Apart from these many of our teachers have 

attended many Online  courses and classes to improve upon their competency, Subject 

Specific Skills, Teaching Strategies, lntegrated Teaching etc. 

Awareness and Counceling Sessions for Students.  

1. Counceling classes to boost up confidence of students almost every year by the Mind-

Power Trainer, Sri Sajeevan Sir.  

2.FIRE & SAFETY awareness class for students   by Sri Shaji Sir, Rd. Fire Officer.  

3.Motivatinal and Curriculam Guidance Classes by Amrita University  Experts, reputed 

organisation and other specialists to 10th and 12th class students. 

NATIONAL CELEBRATIONS, FESTIVALS, PATRIOTISM etc. 

August 15th celebrated colourfully, in all patriotic fervor with March past of students, 

accompanied with formal inauguration by some Chief Guest of National importance with 

the lighting the lamp and then followed with the Hoisting of the Flag. This will be followed 

by uplifting Speeches by the Chief Guest, Principal Madam, School Leader etc. Honouring 

students of merit in various fields with Certificates and Mementoes will be carried out the 

same day. Demonstrations of Yoga, Aerobics, Pyramid formations etc. along with variety 

entertainments  by students are held, based on the theme of 'Patriotism'.  



November 14th celebrated elaborately in all patriotic fervor, accompanied with 

sublimating speeches along with Kids' presentations.  

 Celebrating lmportant Days. All Important days are celebrated on a House-wise, 

competitive level to inspire and instill finer values in our students with some display of 

activity on the dias, imparting an important message. 

Teachers' Day. Self- handmade cards as well as flowers are gifted to teachers by students, 

with due prostration to show respect. The teachers conduct the whole of the Assembly 

activities including Prayers, speeches, National Anthem etc. Students also deliver speeches, 

paying due respect and Love to Dr. Radha Krishnan as well as to other teachers. Some of 

our elder students teach the smaller section of students. This has proved to add to their 

teaching and learning skill.  

BIRTH DAYS. The concerned student is honourned  in a unique way on the dias by 

applying Chandan paste and kumkum on the forehead by Principal Madam. Special 

birthday- song is sung by all the assembled students .The student is gifted with a birthday 

card and book by the class teacher, whose blessing is sought for by prostrating before her. 

The student often shows their obligation by offering a book to the Library or contributing 

to the Poor fund or handing over a sapling for our school garden. 

Grand Parents' Day   
 

            1. Grand Parents' Day is celebrated to create a unique togetherness or bonding 

among  the generations by selecting two eldest grandparents to be the chief guests. The 

selected grandparents are allowed to narrate some valuable event or experience from 

their lives and some are allowed to perform along with their children, or by 

SCIENCE DAY ,HINDI DAY, SANSKRIT DAY,FRIENDSHIP DAY, COLOUR DAY,READING 

DAY (for a fortnight.) are celebrated to create a real impact on the minds of the students 

about the concerned concepts related to those days. 

School Day is celebrated earlier in December or at the beginning of January so as to help 

maximum number of students. As we stand solid on the basic values regarding the 

content and style of presentation, a thorough observation and supervision is carried out 

to check on the minute matters even. Normally, our Math - in-charge.SWAMIJI would 

grace us with a sublime talk, reminding about the proper parenting responsibility and 

then there would be the inspiring speeches from other guests. Generally the artistic and 

aesthetic skills that are dormant in the little Hearts will be taken care of by such 

celebrations. 

SPORTS DAY is normally celebrated as two sections--First conducted at an earlier date 

for both KG kids & 1st, 2nd standard students. This rather helps to concentrate on the 



physical feats and develop the sportive skill of kids. Our kids are provided with some 

unique training by specially trained physical Education teachers, that aims at maximum 

physical flexibility and control over the body. The kids would be awarded with 

certificates and Trophies in the presence of their parents who would be also cordially 

invited to share this awe-inspiring experience. 

YOGA -A REGULAR FEATURE:- 
 

 1.Yoga, an integral part of our curriculum from the initial stages with a regular one 

period follow up every week for all students. Inter-National Yoga celebration is 

conducted from 2016 – 2017 onwards .Our students would demonstrate Amrita - yoga 

that was streamlined to uplift the soul and enhance the physical body structure.  

To conclude, Amrita Education comprises of a two-fold system—based on the Holistic 

Vision envisaged by Matha Amritananda mayi Devi, Our Guiding Star. Those two aspects 

are (1) Education For Living that focus on the imparting of Academic Excellence, seeking 

the aid of technology and devices, aided with the new methodologies of teaching and 

Learning. This is to help the child earn Academic Excellence so as to fetch a fine living. 

(2) Education for Life aims at fortifying the child with values and strength of 

character, by revealing the glorious aim in life. This could help him/her to face the 

challenges of life with equanimity and poise. Such children can be of help to himself, 

to his parents, to his family, to his society, to his Nation. And even to the whole 

world. 

Here we submit at the Lotus Feet of our Most Beloved Amma to grace us in our 

noble endeavors so as to make it yield fruitful results! 

Thank you one and all 

OM NAMASIVAYA! 
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